
 
   

    

         

        

       

  
   

 

  
  

 

    
        

    
       

        

 
              

  

      

   

   

     

     

       

       

  

   

   

  

     

  
 

   

      
  

 

NOAA Form 57-03-84 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
(3-15) NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION 

EMERGENCY OXYGEN KIT - ORDER, ISSUE, AND MAINTENANCE FORM 

NAME of DIVER PLACING ORDER DIVER’S E-MAIL ADDRESS DIVER’S PHONE NUMBER APPROVAL DATE ISSUE DATE 

DIVING UNIT NAME DIVING UNIT LOCATION UNIT DIVING SUPERVISOR NAME UNIT DIVING SUPERVISOR SIGNATURE 

ITEMS REQUESTED/ISSUED QTY ITEMS REQUESTED/ISSUED QTY ITEMS REQUESTED/ISSUED QTY 

FIRST STAGE REGULATOR * 
SERIAL NUMBER 

REUSABLE O2 MASK 
NON-REBREATHER MASK 
(single use) 

SECOND STAGE REGULATOR 
DVM with LP HOSE * 

SERIAL NUMBER 
BMV RESUSCITATOR BAG SPARE WASHER 

OXYGEN CYLINDER  #1 ** 
SIZE 

Steel Alum 
HYDROSTATIC TEST DATE SERIAL NUMBER 

OXYGEN CYLINDER  #2 ** 
SIZE 

Steel  Alum 
HYDROSTATIC TEST DATE SERIAL NUMBER 

*Requires bi-annual service **Cylinders must meet hydrostatic and visual cylinder inspection requirements 

INSPECTION / MAINTENANCE 
CALENDAR YEAR 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

1. Check condition of resuscitator mask. Clean or replace if necessary. 

2. Check condition of single use non-rebreather mask. Replace if necessary. 

3. Verify O-ring is seated properly. Tighten as needed. 

4. Check cylinder condition. Valve should be clean and dry (NO OIL) 

5. Check hydrostatic test date. (Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years; steel cylinders within 10 years) 

6. Verify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders (when applicable). 

7. Open tank valve. Check pressure gauge. Verify tank is full (2000 psi +/- 10%). 

8. Briefly push button on demand valve. Valve should have high flow, no whistle, and fully stop when released. 

9. Close tank valve. Check for leaks. Pressure gauge needle should not move. 

10. Push button on demand valve to bleed off contents. 

11. Check for corrosion. Rinse and clean as needed. 

12. Check general condition of watertight storage case. Lubricate O-ring seal. 

13. THIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON ____________ INITIAL ______ 

- Emergency oxygen kits shall be inspected before diving operations or on a monthly basis. 
NOTES: 

- The CPR demand valve resuscitator shall be serviced by an authorized LSP service center every two years. 

For order information, questions or service needs for 
this kit, contact the NOAA Dive Center at 206-526-6446. 

NAME of RECIPIENT DIVER SIGNATURE of RECIPIENT DIVER DATE RECEIVED 


	NAME of DIVER PLACING ORDER: 
	DIVERS EMAIL ADDRESS: 
	DIVERS PHONE NUMBER: 
	APPROVAL DATE: 
	ISSUE DATE: 
	DIVING UNIT NAME: 
	DIVING UNIT LOCATION: 
	UNIT DIVING SUPERVISOR NAME: 
	UNIT DIVING SUPERVISOR SIGNATURE: 
	QTYREUSABLE O2 MASK: 
	QTYNONREBREATHER MASK single use: 
	QTYBMV RESUSCITATOR BAG: 
	QTYSPARE WASHER: 
	SIZE: 
	HYDROSTATIC TEST DATE: 
	QTYSERIAL NUMBER_3: 
	SIZE_2: 
	HYDROSTATIC TEST DATE_2: 
	QTYSERIAL NUMBER_4: 
	CALENDAR YEAR: 
	JANCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	FEBCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	MARCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	APRCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	MAYCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	JUNCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	JULCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	AUGCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	SEPCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	OCTCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	NOVCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	DECCheck condition of resuscitator mask Clean or replace if necessary: 
	JANCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	FEBCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	MARCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	APRCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	MAYCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	JUNCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	JULCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	AUGCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	SEPCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	OCTCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	NOVCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	DECCheck condition of single use nonrebreather mask Replace if necessary: 
	JANVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	FEBVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	MARVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	APRVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	MAYVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	JUNVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	JULVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	AUGVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	SEPVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	OCTVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	NOVVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	DECVerify Oring is seated properly Tighten as needed: 
	JANCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	FEBCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	MARCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	APRCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	MAYCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	JUNCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	JULCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	AUGCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	SEPCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	OCTCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	NOVCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	DECCheck cylinder condition Valve should be clean and dry NO OIL: 
	JANCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	FEBCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	MARCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	APRCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	MAYCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	JUNCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	JULCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	AUGCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	SEPCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	OCTCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	NOVCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	DECCheck hydrostatic test date Aluminum cylinders must be within 5 years steel cylinders within 10 years: 
	JANVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	FEBVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	MARVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	APRVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	MAYVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	JUNVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	JULVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	AUGVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	SEPVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	OCTVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	NOVVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	DECVerify cylinder wrench is attached to yoke and accessible to both cylinders when applicable: 
	JANOpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	FEBOpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	MAROpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	APROpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	MAYOpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	JUNOpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	JULOpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	AUGOpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	SEPOpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	OCTOpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	NOVOpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	DECOpen tank valve Check pressure gauge Verify tank is full 2000 psi 10: 
	JANBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	FEBBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	MARBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	APRBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	MAYBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	JUNBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	JULBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	AUGBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	SEPBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	OCTBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	NOVBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	DECBriefly push button on demand valve Valve should have high flow no whistle and fully stop when released: 
	JANClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	FEBClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	MARClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	APRClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	MAYClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	JUNClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	JULClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	AUGClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	SEPClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	OCTClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	NOVClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	DECClose tank valve Check for leaks Pressure gauge needle should not move: 
	JANPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	FEBPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	MARPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	APRPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	MAYPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	JUNPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	JULPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	AUGPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	SEPPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	OCTPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	NOVPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	DECPush button on demand valve to bleed off contents: 
	JANCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	FEBCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	MARCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	APRCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	MAYCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	JUNCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	JULCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	AUGCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	SEPCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	OCTCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	NOVCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	DECCheck for corrosion Rinse and clean as needed: 
	JANCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	FEBCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	MARCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	APRCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	MAYCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	JUNCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	JULCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	AUGCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	SEPCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	OCTCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	NOVCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	DECCheck general condition of watertight storage case Lubricate Oring seal: 
	THIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON: 
	INITIAL: 
	JANTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	FEBTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	MARTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	APRTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	MAYTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	JUNTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	JULTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	AUGTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	SEPTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	OCTTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	NOVTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	DECTHIS UNIT WAS FULLY SERVICED ON INITIAL: 
	DATE RECEIVED: 
	SERIAL NUMBER 1: 
	SERIAL NUMBER 2: 
	QTYSERIAL NUMBER_2: 
	QTYSERIAL NUMBER: 
	SERIAL NUMBER 3: 
	SERIAL NUMBER 4: 
	S1: Off
	A1: Off
	S2: Off
	A2: Off
	RESET: 
	NAME of RECIPIENT DIVER: 


